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Abstract
Cloud based Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) frameworks showed up the responses to every one of the issues looked customary ERP
framework. Versatility, adaptability, and cost proficiency. Fast sending and low forthright ventures are its highlights. Cloud based ERP goes
about as a substitute to on-premises ERP frameworks. The execution of cloud-based ERP framework is looked with numerous impediments.
The usage of ERP framework is exceptionally perplexing, dreary, and tedious and a gigantic need of progress is produced in ERP structure to
improve ERP frameworks foundation and usefulness. The built up nations' SMEs have officially executed cloud-based ERP. Be that as it
may, then again, the cloud-based ERP usage is extremely constrained and relatively few examinations have been done dependent on it. This
present paper's motivation is to explore the issues that impact the cloud-based ERP reception in Iraq SMEs. Also, different elements will be
inspected by us that influence the cloud-based ERP appropriation in various SMEs in Iraq by consolidating Technology-OrganizationEnvironment (TOE) system and Diffusion of Innovation hypothesis. Proposals of future work research will likewise be given.

1. Introduction
The most recent fifty years the organizations have seen gigantic
development in the Information innovation field. PCs have created
to regularly expanding velocities, huge memory and capacity limit
and expanded process control. World has seen super PCs and smaller
than normal super PCs, Unix and Sun workstations and servers, IBM
and Apple and a lot progressively unique kind of PCs. There are
likewise numerous product, for example, databases, spreadsheets,
word-processors and much exceptionally supplicated and
concentrated application for deals, fund, HR and client benefit.[10]
Cloud ERP reception offers lower entry costs to the clients [9]: an
organization essentially needs to lease the product but will access the
full elements of typical ERP over the web [18]. It additionally allows
uncommon access to framework, streamlined and quickened forms,
together with the constant perceivability that each business can profit
by [12]. This framework joins examination and different abilities of
on-request benefit through SaaS engineering [9] [17]. ERP.com
(2011) features the ERP examination instrument which gives the
capacity to follow a company's advancement through finance,
marketing, research and accounting modules. This empowers senior
administration or the proprietor to be frequently refreshed on the
company's execution. The framework empowers clients to reach out
past typical ERP modules, as it highlights inserted usefulness that
would typically be conveyed through discrete applications, for

example, CRM and Project Management. [12] [9] thinks about that
an essential favorable position of cloud ERP is its capacity to
empower the client to depend on an outer supplier (ERP seller). This
permits SMEs to concentrate on their center mission, without giving
generous assets, for example, budgetary commitments and HR to
keep up the ERP programming (DePompa 2003). Although this
framework recreates typical ERP frameworks, the elements affecting
reception are most likely extraordinary as the objective market for
this item is commonly made from SMEs. [16] recognize the
adaptability of the cloud ERP framework when contrasted with the
customary ERP framework as a factor that persuades clients to
embrace this framework [11] [28]–[35]. Although cloud ERP is
technology that become visible in countries that are developed, it is
nowhere near to being adopted and implemented in Iraq.
Additionally, Cloud-Based ERP sellers are also erratic in Iraq.

2. Research Objective
These objectives are:
•
To identify the innovation characteristics issues that will
obstruct or promote SMEs to adopt cloud-based ERP.
•
To identify the technological factors that will obstruct or
promote SMEs to adopt cloud-based ERP.
•
To identify organizational factors that will obstruct or
promote SMEs to implement cloud-based ERP.
•
To identify the environmental factors that will obstruct or
promote SMEs to adopt cloud-based ERP.
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3. Hypothesis

H6: Security impact decidedly with the aim of receiving .

DOI is a generally utilized model to clarify why and how reception
of new thoughts and innovations happens at individual and
hierarchical dimensions. The DOI hypothesis sets that there are five
innovative characteristics that directly affect the reception rate.
These properties are relative favorable position, intricacy, similarity,
trialability and recognizability. [14]
The TOE framework was proposed by [21], to analyse the adoption
of new IT technologies at an organisational level. This framework
explored the effect of three variables (Technology, Organization and
Environment) on the association's choice to embrace another
innovation. The innovation angle depicts the impact of inner and
outside advances of the firm and how receiving new innovation can
impact the firm [2] [21]. The authoritative setting alludes to various
proportions of the association. For instance, firm size, extension and
multifaceted nature of administrative structure. These measures
significantly affect the selection choice. In conclusion, the ecological
setting is where an association maintains its business; the industry,
contenders and government control characterize the natural setting.

H7: Privacy impact decidedly with the aim of receiving.
H8. Trusts will impact decidedly with the aim of receiving.
H9: Internet speed and availability will impact decidedly with the
expectation embracing.
H10: Top-level administration backings impact decidedly with the
expectation of embracing cloud-based ERP.
H11: Organizational Size impact decidedly with the aim of
embracing.
H12: Organizational impact decidedly with the aim of embracing.
H13: Modest weight impact decidedly with the aim of embracing.
H14: Vendor backings will impact decidedly with the aim of
embracing cloud-based ERP.
H15: Physical area will impact decidedly with the aim of embracing
cloud-based ERP.

4. Research Methodology

Fig. 1: Theoretical Model

On reviewing the above studies, it was noticed that explicit factors
inside the innovative, hierarchical, and natural settings fluctuated
from one examination to the next. Nonetheless, such a methodology
of fitting and refining hypothetical structures to fit an explicit report
was viewed as suitable since, "development reception choices must
be contemplated inside proper settings and with factors custom fitted
to the explicitness of the advancement" [2]. Steady with this
methodology, factors explicit to this examination will be
investigated inside the mechanical, authoritative, and ecological
components. The organizational factors consist of: (1) Support of
Top Management; (2) Organizational Willingness; (3)
Organizational Size. The environmental factors include: (1)
Competitive Pressure; (2) Vendor Support, and (3) Physical
Location.
Concluding from hypotheses were projected:
H1: Comparative focal points will impact decidedly with the
expectation.
H2: portability will impact decidedly with the aim of receiving.
H3: Intricacy will impact decidedly with the aim of receiving
H4: Availability impact decidedly with the aim of receiving
H5: Dependability impact decidedly with the aim of receiving

This research will consists of quantitative and qualitative methods
which considered the widely used methods. Quantitative method in
this study will consists of applying survey in collecting data from a
wide area by selecting a representative of a large population sample.
The quantitative method is applicable while collecting the necessary
data for this research as it is reflected on various IT experts’ opinion
towards the use of IT resources into cloud computing system..
Quantitative techniques is considered necessary to achieve an
effective result. Basically, the utilization of quantitative technique
for correlative purposes will be gone for encouraging the
accumulation of sufficient information. Subsequently, quantitative
strategy is viewed as logical and target as it utilizes logical methods
for discovering reasons and clarifications for specific circumstances
in the public. The research questionnaire will have three sections.
Section one will contains the applicable data with respect to the
association. craftsmanship two will contains the statistic inquiries of
the respondents. Section three will incorporates polls for the diverse
develops in research show.

5. Conclusion
Cloud-Based ERP is a great scope for SMEs. There are advantages
of cloud-based ERP that need to be observed and considered by
SMEs. Almost all the articles selected have discussed about the cost.
This agenda recommends several factors that will play a significant
role for the SME to adopt cloud-based ERP: Compatibility; Relative
Advantage; Complexity; Availability; Security; Reliability; Trust;
Privacy; Top Management Support; Internet speed and accessibility;
Organizational Readiness, Competitive Pressure; Vendor Support
and Physical Location. The next step is to perform quantitative and
qualitative studies to further verify these identified factors.
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